An Arm and a Leg: Prosthetic Pricing Profile
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According to The National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI), the costliest lost‐time workers’ compensation
claims by injury are for those resulting from amputation. These injuries averaged over $95,000 per workers’
compensation claim filed in 2016. For the workers’ compensation claims professional, the question “how much does a
prosthesis cost?” is often answered after a confusing, frustrating and time‐consuming experience, riddled with back and
forth negotiations.
The key to obtaining a fair market value of a prosthesis is to understand the pricing methodology within the prosthetic
industry and recognize that prosthetic pricing starts with Medicare. An awareness into the prosthetic industry billing and
pricing structure will empower the workers ‘compensation claims professional to streamline the authorization process,
which in turn ensures the injured worker will receive optimum care in a timely manner.
Medicare Pricing Foundation
The ultimate determinant of the price of a prosthesis is the industry standardization of the L‐Code system. The Medicare
and Medicaid Services Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) is a method of identifying each element
of a prosthesis with a specific four‐digit L‐Code with each code rendering a specific reimbursement. For a single
prosthetic claim, there may be as many as 10 to 20 L‐Codes combined to include the various components and features
of one prosthetic device.
Medicare pricing is relevant because for prosthetic providers more than 50 percent of prosthetic patients treated are
Medicare beneficiaries. In addition, national providers with high patient volume negotiate volume discount contracts
that can be below Medicare pricing. Therefore, it is evident within the prosthetic industry that Medicare provides a
sustainable, fair and reasonable reimbursement.
The reason Medicare pricing is germane to the pricing of a prosthesis, is each prosthetic provider is owned and operated
by either a private or public corporation. Within a free market economy, each provider establishes an independent
pricelist for each code, commonly referred to as the Usual and Customary (U&C) price.
Antitrust regulations prevent companies from setting or fixing price levels as a group or industry; therefore, each
prosthetic provider must establish line item pricing based upon personal preference, experience and competitive market
conditions. The resulting U&C price for prosthetic providers is most often set 20‐30 percent above the Medicare pricing
depending upon the geographical location and business circumstances.
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Self‐Fulfilling Prophecy
One of the primary reasons the prosthetic provider inflates the U&C price above Medicare reimbursement rates is based
upon the common knowledge that insurance carriers will demand a discount. By marking up the price, the expected
negotiation provides a discount for the payer resulting in a final negotiated price that is typically close to Medicare
reimbursement.
Another important point is that each part of the prosthesis will have a separate L‐Code to identify the specific
component and function. In some instances, a single component may have a collection of codes to identify each
function that a component provides.
Unbundling 99 Codes
While the L‐Code system provides a specific code for each feature and function, new and emerging technologies often
do not have a designated code. For new advancements that do not have a defined code, there is a group of codes
referred to as 99 Codes. Specifically, for lower‐extremity prosthetics the code is “L5999, Lower Extremity Prosthesis, not
otherwise specified” and for upper‐extremity prosthetics the code is “L7499, Upper Extremity Prosthesis, not otherwise
specified”.
With these 99 Codes, there is no standard or set description of the device, nor is there established pricing. In fact, the
provider has complete autonomy to independently describe and price the device without restriction or limitation.
Providers routinely set pricing levels in anticipation of the negotiating a discount. Therefore, it is important to identify
the wholesale cost of the device to validate a fair and reasonable mark‐up that is comparable to the established
components.
A common practice with 99 codes is to “unbundle” them. The following is an unedited example from a prior
authorization request for a single prosthetic hand where the provider unbundled the device with a separate code for
each function and feature of the hand:
L7499: Object specific compliant grip feature
L7499: Addition to terminal device, lateral pinch feature
L7499: Tripod pinch feature, addition to terminal device
L7499: Power grip feature, addition to terminal device
L7499: Index point feature, addition to terminal device
L7499: Hand modification upgrade
L7499: Brushless motor, higher speed
L7499: Addition to flexion wrist, locking feature
L7499: Addition to electric terminal device, heavy duty design
L7499: Proportional microprocessor control feature
L6882: Microprocessor control upper limb
L6881: Term dev auto grasp feature
This list of 99 Codes were unnecessarily unbundled to describe a single prosthetic hand. Furthermore, the claim includes
two base codes for a myo‐electric hand, L6882 and L6881. It is important to note that the provider purchased this hand
as a single line item from a manufacturer indicating that the device should have been coded to the insurance carrier as a
single line item.
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For this example, the logical and appropriate method to code for the myo‐electric hand is to bundle the 12 codes into
one single code, L7499: TASKA™ Myo‐Electric Hand. By utilizing a single code with a clear description, it identifies the
model of hand being provided, TASKA™ Myo‐Electric Hand, and allows for a transparent negotiation to arrive at a
reasonable and fair market value.
Establishing Fair Market Value
The goal when negotiating for a prosthetic device is to arrive at a fair market value. The negotiated price should be fair
to the provider to warrant a reasonable and fair profit. For the payer, the negotiated price should be equitable to ensure
a balance among value, quality and service. More importantly, the negotiated price should be fair to the injured worker
to ensure they receive appropriate and medically necessary care in a timely and professional manner.
When reviewing a claim there are two primary guidelines to follow to ensure a fair market value for the provider, payer
and injured worker:
1. Compare the U&C pricing profile to Medicare reimbursement rates; understanding that negotiating significantly
below Medicare rates may challenge a fair and reasonable profit for the provider.
2. If a claim has more than two or three 99 Codes, there is a high likelihood that a device has been unbundled.
Collapse the codes to a single 99 Code and identify the wholesale cost of the device to establish a fair market
value.
Streamlining the process to arrive at a fair market value provides a positive impact on the injured worker’s care.
Encouraging transparent communication to identify appropriate coding and pricing, allows the prosthetic provider to
quickly and efficiently treat the injured worker with medically necessary services while securing a fair and reasonable
profit for their effort. Implementing a solution that addresses the inconsistent reimbursement for prosthetic services is
key to effectively managing prosthetic costs and delivering positive injured worker outcomes.
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